
QUANTON



✓ Safety
✓ Health
✓ Comfort

What is the most important 

thing for a modern person?



Will a person have all of this in 

conditions of an incurable disease or 

the threat of its 

occurrence?...



Why doesn't modern medicine 

know the causes of incurable 

diseases?



The answer is simple



All modern diagnostics is based on the measurement 

of biochemical and biophysical parameters 

of separate systems or organs

...or it just scans 

the anatomical structure 

of the body without exploring the cause 

of its abnormal change.



Instead it has to be based on the real-time measurement 

of human organism as a single and 

unique living bio-system, 

having memory, energy and 

interconnection with the 

surrounding world.



12 years of painstaking practical experience with 

more than 3,500 patients, 

proved the only way to get 

the right answer in search 

of the cause of the disease is biological feedback 

from the body as a integrated  biosystem.



How does it work?



Human body knows and remembers all the destructive 

processes occurring in it along with their reasons. 

By asking the right question in the form of certain markers and 

by measuring the reactivity of human skin in response to them, 

You can determine any pathologies and cause-effect 

relationships between them.



How to eliminate the cause 

of the disease quickly, effectively 

and without side problems?



In the 1970s, a biophysicist at Oxford University 
C.W.F. Mc Clare conducted a series of studies that 

indicate that electromagnetic frequencies are 
hundreds of times more effective than chemical 

signals such as hormones and neurotransmitters for 
transmitting information in biological systems

McClare CWF. Resonance in bioenergetics. Annals of the

New York Academy of Science. 1974;227:74-97.



Matter consists of energy - everyone knows that.

Accordingly, all atoms, molecules, 

cells, organs, viruses, bacteria 

also consist of energy, 

which have its own parameters. 



When these parameters are measured 

individually, it is possible to input them 

in a special therapeutic device 

and program it accordingly 

to provide the necessary correction 

of physiological processes in the human body.



WHAT PARAMETER 
should be measured?



Everything has its own vibrations. 

By determining the frequency of these vibrations, 

you can strengthen or weaken them.

FREQUENCY

is one of the most important 

characteristics of any energy!



Any disease consists of a wide variety of pathological 

processes. Each of the them has its own rhythmicity and 

frequency fluctuations.

By measuring the frequency 

of these processes, you can 

stop their fluctuations and overcome the disease.



How to find 
the right frequency for this?



The easiest way 

is to ask the body: 

because it knows 

everything!



Using biofeedback, you can determine 

the necessary parameters of any 

exposure that the body needs at a 

given time.



What method lets us establish dialogue with 

human body, helps us to find the causes 

of the diseases and determines 

the required frequencies

to overcome them?



12 years experience of active technology in the World 
(Poland, Ukraine, European Union, Israel, the USA, India)

3500+ people from different countries became our patients 
and got effective help

3 patents and 1 copyright certificate

QUANTON
an innovative method unparalleled in the world



The International Academy of Sciences and 
Innovative Technologies (Kyiv, Ukraine)

QUANTON method is brought to the highest level 
of efficiency owing to 

Centrum Aurana Rehabilitation Center (Warsaw, Poland)

R&D Center (Warsaw, Poland) 

in close collaboration with

TRINITY POWER INCORPORATED (Texas, the USA)

http://www.auranacenter.com/
http://quanton.com.pl/


What do we have today

therapist

patient

database

wearable 

physiological 

correction module

diagnostic 

device

• Directed autonosode
therapy

• Miasmatic therapy
• Bioresonance therapy 
• DENS therapy
• Laser therapy

Additional therapeutic tools



How do we get the information?

Binary identification method based on Electrodermal Activity (EDA) 
and Sympathetic Skin Response (SSR) lets us get the reaction of the 
human body on the exposure of certain markers.

This reaction is represented as logical 1 and logical 0 which can be 
described as Yes or No answer.

1-0 Yes - Noor



A patented version of the diagnostic sensor

1 – can
2 – base
3, 4 – set of contact prods
5 - modem with analog-to-digital 
converter, electrical filters and
multiplexer
6, 7 – elastic and nonelastic parts of 
ring
8 – dual-mode clamps
9 – switching tools

Пат. UA 137450 U



Functional and physiological correction

Quanton A2 module

is based on



The main Advantages of the Quanton method

✓ Biofeedback availability during the organism  

monitoring

✓ Non invasiveness

✓ Activates the natural mechanisms of self-regulation

✓ High performance

✓ Mobility&comfort

✓ No side effects

✓ Compatible with any kind of therapy



Efficiency of physiological correction using Quanton method, 
tested by Noninvasive Screening Hemogram Analyzer AMP

Example 1

http://biopromin.info/


This is how our 
patient’s blood 
looks under a 
microscope before 
the therapy

Blood test under a microscope

Example 2. 



This is how the 
same patient’s 
blood looks after 
5-day Quanton 
therapy

Change and stabilization in blood condition

Example 2. 



The research of physiological correction efficiency using Quanton method 
in the Institute for Neurofeedback & Biofeedback (Swithzerland)

As a result of experiments 

on the heart rate variability 

of a patient with 

post-traumatic syndrome, 

sustainable stabilization 

was noted after 5-7 min 

of exposure to the 

therapeutic module 

Quanton A2

https://i-nfbf.com/


This illustrates how our patients use 
a wearable physiological correction module Quanton A2



Our client from Silicon Valley uses

the wearable physiological 

correction module Quanton A2



We are open to cooperation!



+380972118288 – Igor (Укр., Рус., PL)

+48513334198 – Igor (PL)

+380958086410 – Julia (Укр., Eng)

+48694884069 – Erica (Eng.,PL)

Contact us

http://quanton.com.pl

info@quanton.com.pl

http://quanton.com.pl/
mailto:info@quanton.com.pl

